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Scales in Nature



Early History of Nuclear Physics

● Chadwick: Discovery of the neutron
● Heisenberg: Postulates Iso-Spin

… suggests the 
assumption that 
atomic nuclei are built 
from protons and 
neutrons without 
electrons ..



Concept of Iso-Spin (Isobaric Spin)

● The mass of the neutron and the proton are almost identical: they are nearly degenerate, and 

both are thus often called nucleon

● Although the proton has a positive charge, and the neutron is neutral,  they are almost 

identical in all other respects.

● The strong interaction between any pair of nucleons is almost the same, independent of 

whether they are interacting as protons or as neutrons 

● Iso-spin operator  in iso-spin space:        proton:  z = ½        neutron:  z = - ½ 

● SU(2) symmetry: follows the same algebra as spin

● Can be considered as rotation in iso-spin space

● Neutron and proton characterized by projections of  



Early History of Nuclear Physics
Chadwick: Discovery of the neutron
Heisenberg: Postulates Iso-Spin

Yukawa:  Meson Hypothesis

From:
H. Yukawa,
 Proc. Phys.Math.Soc. Japan 17, 48 (1935)

Nuclear Force is 
mediated by the 
exchange of a particle 
with mass



Repulsive force mediated through exchange of 
particle (here wrench)

Attractive force:  think of Boomerang exchanged

Yukawa prediction:

Mass  140 MeV
Birth of 
Particle Physics 



Early History of Nuclear Physics
● Chadwick: Discovery of the neutron
● Heisenberg: Postulates Iso-Spin

Yukawa:  Meson Hypothesis

Discovery of the pion in cosmic rays (1947)
  and in the Berkeley Cyclotron Lab (1948)
      Yukawa:  Nobelprize  (1949)

One-Pion-Exchange (OPE)  o.k. 
Taketani, Nakamura, Sasaki (1951) 3 ranges 
Multi-pion exchange theories – 
BUT - Problems with renormalization



Information about the nuclear force

Deuteron



Deuteron is not spherical

Probability density for both
Nucleons having spin down

Deuteron shapes from AV18



Spin Orbit Force



General structure of the nuclear force



Most General Form of the NN Force:
Galilei Invariance



Two spin-1/2 particles:
at most 5 linear independent spin-momentum operators

Vectors in R3:   
p-p   p+p  and p x p

 on-shell:

5 linear independent amplitudes  

Wolfenstein Amplitudes





Operators from symmetry consideration

• Spin-momentum

centralcentral
Spin-spin

Spin-orbit     L  S
Quadratic spin-orbit

Tensor

Once Operator structure is fixed:
Each operator can be multiplied with scalar functions 
depending on magnitudes of momenta / positions 

Phenomenology

● Spin-position



Radial Schrödinger equation:

S = 0  (singlet)

S = 1 (triplett) 

J = L+S is the conserved quantum number 

Each channel has its own parameters

First: 



Most famous: 

Some details
  and
Comments:

Potential has as physics input the pion exchange

•Parameters are fitted to data  = observables available at the time 

roughly to laboratory kinetic energy  300 MeV

•Short  and intermediate range parts of the potential are parameterized 

by Yukawa functions.

•In 1993 the Nijmegen group refitted the parameters to current data  for 

a REID93 potential





https://gwdac.phys.gwu.edu/



1960’s:   Golden Era of Particle Physics

● Discovery of mesons and baryons

● Attempt: Mesons heavier than the pion 

responsible for the short range part of 

the nuclear force

● Field theory and Feynman diagrams

● Symmetry:
● Lorentz invariance Covariant bilinear forms:



Meson Exchange NN forces

Which mesons and nucleon resonances  ?
Loop diagrams of strong interaction diverge 
=> Cutoff’s at vertices as effective size of the nucleon. 

Open Questions:



Mesons in the NN Force



Meson diagrams of the Bonn Potential

2π exchange

3π exchange

One boson exchange
Phys.Rept. 149 (1987) 1-89

R. Machleidt, K. Holinde, Ch. 
Elster



Meson diagrams of the Bonn potential
organized according to pion exchanges

We could see convergence in the phase shifts 
and  observableswhen using a specific grouping 
of the dagrams:
  Always π and ρ  (tensor)  and 
2π and 3π (ω) considered together

This is not a mathematical proof of 
convergence!



Explicit pions:  Pion production in NN scattering above the pion 
production threshold (E

lab
=287 MeV)

Pion self-energy diagrams need to be explicitly considered to preserve three-body  
unitarity.

Similar work in the same spirit:
Different formalism

Unique up to today :Unique up to today :
NN interaction up to 1 GeVNN interaction up to 1 GeV



Progress in Three-Nucleon Physics asked for more 
accurate NN forces as input

 Nijmegen and CD-Bonn: Partial waves fitted

AV18: Operators with scalar functions



Gell-Mann:  3 quarks 

Interaction between 
quarks via gluon 
exchange:

Quantum-Chromo-
Dynamics (QCD)



Effective Theory and Chiral Potentials

Quark/Gluon dynamics (QCD) What is most important for a 
theory? The symmetries and not 
the degrees of freedom.

Nucleon/Pion dynamics

Tool: Effective Field Theory (EFT) 



Effective Theory and Chiral Potentials

● Asymptotically observed states are 
effective degrees of freedom   EFT

● Spontaneously broken approximate 
chiral symmetry of QCD plays important 
role

● Light  (m) and heavy (m) mass scales 
are well separated



Chiral EFT for Nuclear Forces
• Framework

– Use ChPT to calculate irreducible contributions 
(=nuclear force)

– Solve Schrödinger equation to calculate 
observables

• Power Counting

• Vertices

Short range contact term



Write down the most general Lagangian consistent with Symmetries
Hirarchie of terms →Power Counting

Weinberg counting



Calculate to the desired order



Chiral EFT for the two-nucleon potential

[GeV]

[deg]



Hierarchy of nuclear 
forces



Why the cutoff Λ ?

π



From Epelbaum, Krebs, Meissner, Eur. Phys. J. A51, 53 (2015)



Order-by-order convergence of Wolfenstein np amplitudes: 
EKM chiral potential with cutoff R=0.9 fm

A ~ 1 

Central 
part of 
interaction

M ~ tensor 
part of 
interaction

B. McClung,  
D.R. Phillips,
Ch. Elster

Λb=750 MeV

Found by doing 
Bayesian statistical 
analysis



Order-by-order convergence of Wolfenstein np amplitudes: 
EKM chiral potential with cutoff R=0.9 fm

 Im C ~ iσ∙n

Spin-Orbit 
part of 
potential

Correlation length 
as function of 
angle

B. McClung,  
D.R. Phillips,
Ch. Elster



Order-by-order convergence of Wolfenstein np amplitudes: 
EKM chiral potential with cutoff R=0.9 fm

 Im C ~ iσ∙n

Spin-Orbit 
part of 
potential

Correlation length as 
function of 
momentum is 
relatively constant  
with respect to
● Lab energies
● amplitudes

B. McClung,  
D.R. Phillips,
Ch. Elster



Chiral two-nucleon forces: Summary

● Contact terms are fixed by 
observables

● In practice: different partial 
waves fixed different contact 
terms

● The higher the order, the 
better the description of the 
phase shift.



Three-body Forces





A theorem for three-body Hamiltonians
Polyzou and Glöckle, Few Body Systems 9, 97 (1990)

Different two-body Hamiltonians can be made to fit two-body and three-body data by 
including a 3NF into one of the Hamiltonians



Few-Body Forces from Chiral EFT



Eliminating DOF leads to 3-body forces



Typical fitting of 3NF LEC’s at N2LO  (A. Nogga)



many body systemsmany body systems
effective NN forceeffective NN force

heavyheavynucleinuclei

few body systemsfew body systems
free NN forcefree NN force

fewfewbodybody

nucleonnucleon
QCDQCD

quarksquarksgluonsgluons

vacuumvacuum

quark-gluonquark-gluon
soupsoup
QCDQCD

Sea of IgnoranceSea of Ignorance
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